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The concept, „Scientification of legislation‟, always has been pointed to 
the improvement of the legislative institutions and qualities at the existing 
research achievements, and the researchers seldom examined the concept from 
the perspective of theory. This seemingly technology-oriented concept, 
howerver, greatly has significance in the theoretical level. Considering this, the 
paper will consist of seven chapters as follows to expound. In Introduction, we 
will discuss the theoretical significance which the concept of Legislation 
embraces, by the analysis of „Social Stableness‟ and political legitimacy, and 
then, point out the pre-conditional definition for the total argumentation of this 
paper. In Chapter One, we will discuss the background and significance of the 
concept „Scientification of legislation‟ in general, and what it intends to answer 
is what the research of „Scientification of legislation‟ means to the modern 
China and how the research could be possible in modern China. Between 
Chapter Two and Four, the start point of argumentation is based on the 
correction of the misunderstanding or at least the inappropriateness in the 
prevailing conceptual definition of „Scientification of legislation‟ which argues 
that „Scientification of legislation‟ means that legislation must correspond with 
the objective social laws. For the sake of the correction, we will re-examine the 
essence of the law in Chapter Two, and then, conclude that the law is not the 
expression of the objective social laws or conditions of material life external to 
the law, but a kind of social institution with strong stateness, which respects, 
advocates and protects the human needs and transforms the concrete human 
needs into the form of rights. Such the essential attributes of the law can 
manifest itself only by examining the law from the perspective of legislation or 
practical action. In Chapter Three, we will analyze the objective laws of the 













of the society, there is not the corresponding relationship, but the two-way and 
interacting relationship, which means that legislation exercises unveil, adjust 
and renew the objective social laws, and in turn, the objective social laws have 
impact on the legislation. In Chapter Four, we will discuss the discourse of 
science in the context of both China and the West, from the perceptive of the 
history of doctrines, and then unveil connotation of the „Rationality‟ contained 
in the discourse of science, and conclude that „Scientification of legislation‟ 
equals to „rationalization of legislation‟. In Chapter Five, the paper tries to 
construct the conceptual relationship between the Scientification of legislation 
and the public reason, and points out that the key-point of the Scientification of 
legislation is the practical discourse and the rational participation above the 
platform of legislation, so as to find out the important significance of this 
concept to the well-operated interaction between the state and the society. In 
Chapter Six, we will observe and study the institution of the public 
participation above the legislative platform, and point out that the public 
participation is a realizing manner of the Scientification of legislation, that is to 
say that, the well-operated interaction between the state and the society will be 
achieved through citizens above the legislative platform participating in public 
and legislative affairs. Public participation under the public reason‟s dominance 
can give expression to two important elements of Scientification of legislation, 
practical discourse and rational participation.  
There are two aims in the paper. First, researchs on the legislation can be 
improved, and second, by the analysis of legislative problems, a brand-new 
research perspective can be provided to the other humanities and social 
sciences.It is requested that the jurisprudence must be seen as an open system of 
knowledge and theory.Therefore, the jurisprudence must participate in the 
whole fields of humanities and social sciences, as well as conducting dialogues 
and exchanging the opinions with the other system of knowledge and theory.  
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导  言 社会稳定与立法主义法治 
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第二节  中国古代法治的镜像特征 
一切历史都是当代史，反之则亦然，反思中国法治的当下现状必然无
法绕开古代中国的法律传统。提起中国法律传统，我们总是倾向于将其界
                                                 
① 我国当下所采取的维稳政策就是这样一种非法律性的权宜策略。顾名思义，“维稳”就是指维持社会稳
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